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LONG BRANCH: A CONVERSATION WITH
MICHAEL ASHKIN

The Great Leap Sideways: Long Branch  is an intensely specific,

intimate and expansive book about a relatively unfamiliar place in

which something depressingly familiar has been happening. Could

you maybe start by telling us how you began to make this work,

where it fits into your wider artistic practice, and what your

relationship is to the place in which the work was made?

Michael Ashkin: I grew up near Long Branch, New Jersey, and

would pass through while driving along the shore. During the

seventies there was still a lot going on along the boardwalk, and I

had pleasant memories from the summers.

Twenty-five years later, in 2002, I was driving along Ocean

Boulevard, and something looked strange. Everything was too quiet

and desolate. I pulled over, took some pictures, but saw practically

nobody. In some areas I saw bulldozed lots, while other blocks

appeared intact, but the whole area seemed afflicted by some

invisible malady. The photos I printed conveyed this sense, and I

was compelled to return, still without knowing what was going on.

On the next trip it was clear the situation was progressing and,

looking into it, I realized that the entire neighborhood had been

condemned through  eminent domain  and was being destroyed.

So I embarked on a project that lasted a few years. I did not

photograph only the condemned neighborhoods: the whole area

seemed infected – the condition just seemed more intense in the

condemned areas. Actually, I wonder at the extent of this infection,

because some pictures taken from Monmouth Beach, Asbury Park,

even Seaside Heights convey the same sense. And then, there is the

question of what this “infection” really is. . . .

I could summarize Long Branch’s relationship to my other work by

saying that the photography of this town followed two photo/text

projects: Garden State  in 1999 and a chapter written for Gregor

Neuerer’s Untitled (Experience of Place)  in 2002. It also followed the

New Jersey Meadowlands photo  project I did  for  Documenta11

between 2000 and 2002.   For this project, I spent a year

wandering the northern New Jersey industrial marshland

assembling a large grid of panoramic photos. How I thought about
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photography in relation to special organization, the body, and

knowledge in the Meadowlands largely carried over into Long

Branch. For both projects, the political and economic nature of

entropy was always present in my mind. And all of these projects

relate back to the  tabletop landscape sculptures  of industrial

margins I made in the nineties for which photography and theories

of European garden design and landscape painting were starting

points. And, of course, photographic and perspectival questions

underlie all of the sculptural, video, and painting work I have done

more recently. So Long Branch, which is a recent edit of earlier

pictures, benefits from the thinking and perspective of an additional

decade of work.

In these projects I was seeking

to discover an elusive truth

about the landscape in terms of

what we can and cannot see: to

attempt to read the landscape,

not assuming it to be, at first

glance, legible, but containing

unexpected and partly

decipherable clues to vast other systems of organization. Meaning that the

habits of our visual and linguistic languages have created a problematic, self-

masking condition.

I might also mention here that I became an artist after working in

the financial industry for some years in the 1980s writing computer

programs for mortgage-backed derivatives. My disgust both toward

that industry and its cynical abuse of language propelled me to find

a way to look at the larger architecture of our built world critically.

As a child I was fascinated with the landscape around me and with

its endless dreamlike possibilities. My work in the mortgage

industry, with its nightmarish mathematical machinations, provided

such painful contrast to my childhood fantasies, that now, as an

artist, I find myself constantly in the irreconcilable space between

these poles.

TGLS: I’m sure you’re familiar with a Robert Park quotation  that

David Harvey often uses in relationship to the urban landscape, in

which Park observes that “in remaking the city, man has remade

himself.” In a text for your Cities  project (2005 – ) you’re quoted   as

saying that that work was “a response to things seen, then forgotten,

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5901
http://www.michaelashkin.com/model.php?p=1.1.3.1
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but in need of remembrance.”

Your installation of Cities  is shaped by an insistent homogeneous

patterning that forms the structural ground of the work, and from

its earliest stages your Long Branch  work was arrayed in a grid. The

Long Branch  book is also serial and formally typological, and yet the

rigidity of the grid is set in tension against the disorder and

extensiveness of the landscape.

There’s a fundamental tension through these bodies of work

between rigorously systematic and unpredictable forms, which

mirrors a tension between human experience and the ordering of

life into repetitive grids. We have made ourselves over as ‘man’

according to the logic of the urban grid, but the disassembly of

communities reveals the arbitrariness of that logic, so could you

talk about the relationship in your work between the systematic

and the individual, or between landscape and memory?

MA: This is a great question and it gets to the heart of what I am

thinking about, albeit without the rigor of an urbanist or a scholar.

Your quote by Robert Park reminds me of Manfredo Tafuri’s

description of the grid in American cities as a pragmatic form

implemented to facilitate the efficient flow of goods in a capitalistic

economy. In other words, thinking of the urban grid as an

instrumental form related to the functioning of the machine. And

we could relate this to Marx’s observations that the transition from

tool use to machine use reveals a reversal of roles: man starts by

using tools for his own purposes, but, with the advent of

industrialization, finds himself put in service to the machine. With

the advent of the industrial machine we find all aspects of our

world, including ourselves, abstracted and instrumentalized, turned

into what Heidegger calls “standing reserves.” At this point I think it

would be fair to say that we all find ourselves within a global

apparatus that follows this logic of the technological and economic

machine.

Photography is a complicit and exemplary manifestation of this

instrumentalized view of world. The camera is itself an apparatus,

and it imposes a particular technological treatment upon space,

regarding it as a uniformly gridded container in which human action

is both possible or constrained. The camera is the logical

technological extension of renaissance single-point perspective

(assessed by the   individual eye), renaissance engineering and
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military axonometric projections (uniformly measurable), and

imperial cartography (eminently available). This idea of space as

machinic, militarized, and available is based on the larger idea of

capture. Photography is part of the larger apparatus that assesses

the landscape in order to colonize, grid, and exploit it. In the end,

the landscape has become absorbed into the same technology that

spied it out. Perhaps even more crudely, we could call the camera

an instrument of real estate. To me, photography feels unavoidably

like surveying.

But I want to address your

question regarding the

“fundamental tension . . .

between rigorously systematic

and unpredictable forms.” You

aptly use the word “logic,” and I

think that the limitations of logic

lead to the tension you describe.

All logic by its nature is abstract

and therefore limited in its

ability to describe the world as a

thing-in-itself. The only true logic

is the logic of the world in its

entirety without translation. The

built world comprises an economy of competing, flawed, and over-reaching

systems of localized instrumental reason. Within these systems, power or

resources are allocated to stave off entropy, but at their borders things fall

apart. But as a description of entropy, even that description is too innocent,

because things are allowed to fall apart on purpose. Products are meant to fall

apart. Neighborhoods go to waste already with their economic repurposing or

exploitation pre-imagined. And populations are left to die either through

poverty or lack of healthcare as a racist and bio-political strategy. In fact, all

entropy in the human world can be related to economic and political choices.

What interests me about photography is that it can undermine as

well as enforce the logic of a particular grid. It depends on how the

camera lines itself up, so to speak. In Long Branch I was trying to

misalign the camera. But I am pessimistic. Ultimately, photographs

are dumb and depend on the language one brings to bear on them.

I am sure that they could be seen as advocating for the

superimposition of yet other forms of logic that I would never

agree with.

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5903
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But there are other aspects of the tension between structure and

its other, and here I am thinking of memory and forgetfulness.

History is a structure of power, and that which is inconvenient for

history becomes oblivion. But not quite always. That first day, I had

driven past the whole town before I decided to turn around and

see what was up. I felt like ghosts were present, and I am not

prone to ghosts.   So I took pictures in the general direction

whenever I had this strange feeling. And this seemed to bear out

when I looked at the pictures later; to me, they conveyed a strange

feeling, if only in a vague way.

Importantly, it seemed to me what was ghostlike was less a thing

than a space within the photo. So I decided to crop in on the

relationship that defined that space. That’s when I decided to try a

vertically formatted mask, about 24mm x 18mm and slide it over

the 24mm x 36mm image on the contact sheet. I realized that I

could isolate the presence more exactly. I also found I could

sometimes isolate several presences in the same image based on

different croppings. The next time I went out, I shot anticipating

this after-the-fact strategy. It was very freeing, especially at first. I

felt liberated from certain internalized structural tendencies

associated with architectural and landscape photography.   But of

course, systematically breaking down one formal language sets the

stage for another.

At any rate, I think we can relate this to Anthony Vidler’s

description of the architectural uncanny. He describes the advent

of the haunted house phenomenon in literature that accompanied

the rise in industrialization. Importantly, haunted houses are often

those that are perfectly normal in appearance. As Freud mentions,

the homely and the unhomely (heimlich  and unheimlich) begin to

interpenetrate. I think the feeling of haunting I experienced in Long

Branch strengthened my already existing prejudice against

photographing visible people. Somehow people were already in the

pictures, and to single out visible people would negate those not

physically present, but who were still there as traces. The uncanny

is supposed to be subjective, but I have difficulty accepting that it is

purely so.
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I find I have an ever-increasing response to the landscape: that it is the scene

of a tremendous and cumulative violence. Driving across the American

landscape is a troubling experience for me. I certainly don’t know the historical

particulars; so much is enshrouded in mist, but the signs are all there and

generally I assume that the truth is, as with so much else, so much worse than

I can even imagine. This was and is certainly the truth about Long Branch.

To address your mention of my cardboard models and cities, I

should point out that these were all designed with the perspective

of the camera in mind. The cities are generally seen from the

militarized point of view of, say, a helicopter pilot looking toward a

distant district into the late afternoon sun. The blocks are arranged

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5893
http://www.michaelashkin.com/cities.php?p=1.1.1.2
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according to the colonial grid still used by default in the outskirts of

so many rapidly expanding cities in the global south. The cities are

generally based on photos collected from Google Earth. I assembled

them from standardized dimensional parts (based on, say, the size

of a corrugated sheet of metal or a shipping container) such that all

the compounds and buildings take on a certain uniformity.   Each

one, however, is constructed individually and is different. Each one

suggests a history that will never be known from the helicopter

eye.

TGLS:   One of the things that’s intriguing and effective about these

photographs is the determinedly lower vantage point from which

they render attenuated views of the landscape, and the kind of

sense of imbrication this produces as we serially view the work. I

tend to think an elevated perspective is more cerebral, and a lower

perspective is more bodily, which interpolates us into the images in

a way that resonates with your sense that people could be made

palpable in images from which they’ve been removed..?

MA:   Yes, imbrication is a fitting word for what can happen when

photographing serially at ground level. A single photograph may

produce a sense of spatial certainty that, paradoxically, subsequent

photographs undermine. One the other hand, the additional

photographs enhance the overall sense of the space, in this case, a

sense of extended fragmentation. My interest in this kind of

imbrication comes from photographing the Meadowlands. There I

worked against the broad perspectival revelations expected from

the panoramic camera to produce a gridded series in which the

landscape became a labyrinth of blockages. Frequent middle-

distance obstacles and images obviously taken not far apart but

scattered across the grid gave the impression that one was

constantly returning to where one had already been. And because

the grid was large and the images were small, one lost an overall

view of the grid when moving in to look at the individual images.

But I now note, based on your observation, that the Long Branch

photographs do have the appearance of being lower to the ground

and/or more about the ground than those of the Meadowlands

series. Even when the camera points skyward, it does not

necessarily alleviate the sense that the viewer is low. In some cases

the low perspective was because the pictures were taken from the

car window, but one reason I favor the car window is its lowered
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perspective.

The area that these photographs cover was not that small, nor was

it really that large. Consequently, I re-crossed the same ground

within the same day or from day to day. I felt I was prowling, and

the image of the animal eye comes to mind: like a dog following an

unknown logic through a field. (Of course, this criss-crossing of

space is commonplace for photographers, reminding me that

surveillance cameras in the Chicago Loop programmed to flag those

with suspicious walking patterns frequently single out

photographers.) But in the case of Long Branch, I think the ground

itself took on special interest. As if I hoped that the ground could

reveal more than a camera could capture.

M I C H A E L  A S H K I N ,  U N T I T L E D ,  F R O M  “ L O N G
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I have always had the habit of scanning for objects, particularly the abject, lying

in the dirt or along the road. For this reason the Meadowlands fascinates me:

it a ghost civilization comprised of our own unwanted, cast-off, scattered,

buried, and randomly resurfacing objects encountered only by hardy wildlife

and the rare wanderer on foot. In the case of Long Branch, however, my

engagement with the ground was less contemplative, more politically

motivated, and more urgent because of the active process of bulldozing it that

equated directly to bulldozing human lives.

Elaborating more on the idea of the animal eye: certainly trying to

imitate an animal-eye-view with a camera is futile because the

apparatus itself is so tied to a specific consciousness (indicative of

this is that an animal cannot read a photograph). Because I am

interested in the possibility of “other” realities of space and objects,

I did not adhere to a rigid notion of objectivity and allowed for

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5890
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some obviously less than “objective” filters applied to the

photography of Long Branch. For me, unless I allowed those filters,

the space of Long Branch looked all too much like the forms of

language used to describe it. In the end I was looking for ways to

combine de-centered objects among which I was one.

I am saying that our inherited way of seeing space has infected our

understanding of the world from both a cultural and a naturalistic

perspective. Stanislaw Lem in His Master’s Voice  makes the

argument that physics, as a discipline and image of the world,

emerged in a civilization with roots in Christianity and would have

been unlikely in one that was, say, Buddhist. It might also be

possible to say that, with inter-related constructs of time, space,

and causality, western science and historiography have produced

the dominant mode of imaging that is photography. In other words,

the chaos and order we detect in photography are not true or

transparent either as history or naturalistic description. And this, in

turn, relates to the question of justice. Photography’s unquestioned

use perpetuates certain ideological constructs, and that, for me,

constitutes violence. Of course violence occurs when any image is

created, but the important point is to not accept any aspect of

photography as rooted in objectivity or neutrality.

TGLS: One way that you certainly challenge or complicate the

typical agency of the photograph is through the inclusion of a series

of quotations in a small text section in the book, which I noticed

are formatted in an unprepossessing way so that their inflection as

speech or reporting is changed. Could you talk about the literal

quotation of text in the picture sequence, and the narrative and

aesthetic role it plays in the book?

MA: As I mentioned before, very few people were visible in the

landscape. The textual portion was a way of including the parties

who were disappeared through eviction, or hidden safely in their

offices. I introduced quotations from very different sources

(newspapers, activist websites, historical websites, quotes of

politicians, real estate ads and brochures, as well as my own notes)

and these sources are grouped by font. It interested me that there

was no common language, and I am reminded of a character in

Godard’s film One Plus One  who says, “we use the same words, but

we speak different languages.”

I was trying to show a parallel I noticed between the landscape of

http://www.nupress.northwestern.edu/titles/his-masters-voice
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0063665/?ref_=nm_flmg_dr_89
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the language and the landscape of the architecture. I was struck by

a common poverty of expression. On the one hand, the poverty of

the language and architecture of the evicted bore the mark of

economic and political disempowerment, but still retained

something “homelike” and human. On the other hand, the poverty

of the language and architecture of those imposing the

redevelopment presented a terrifying and impenetrable blankness.

What does this architecture have in common with the people who

describe it using apparently self-evident language such as “very,

very nice place to live,” “gold-mark standard for the rest of the

state,” and “fantastic resort style lifestyle” and who explain their

actions saying “it’s not easy to lose your home, and we don’t want

anyone to think we don’t have a heart, but we made a commitment

to redevelopment . . . and cannot go back on that now”?

My larger goal in placing image and text sections together in the

same book was to identify an overall condition in which the

contradictions within and across both could be seen as bathed in

the same light. My hope, however, was that in keeping the two

portions discrete, the connection between them would be less

operational than, say, explanatory captions. I also wanted to isolate

the language so that the photographs could retain their

phenomenological silence that for me was dominant. The decision,

though, to have the text interrupt the flow of pictures two-thirds of

the way through had to do with disrupting this phenomenological

experience as a sufficient understanding of reality.

TGLS: I definitely think that one of the book’s many strengths is its

capacity to disrupt or undermine the strategies it relies upon even

as they’re having a very potent effect. The transparency of

photographic perspective, the informational value of a serial

pictorial form, the narrative coherence of photographic sequencing,

the literal fact of written speech etc… Every element is subject to

change.

MA: I appreciate that you see it that way. I’m not sure how much is

a conscious strategy and how much seems necessary as I progress.

I tend to develop a mistrust of what seems straightforward. What

starts out rather simply or authoritatively accrues dialectical or

contradicting elements over time. Maybe it’s the inherent necessity

to identify or build a form, followed by the realization that the form

conceals negations that demand again to become forms. Maybe the
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book reveals the archaeology of those forms.

TGLS: That brings up the efforts to which you went (together with

Ron and Danielle) in the printing of the book, since the

reproductions are veiled in this filmy veil of grain that relays a

powerful sense of dissolution. In the images themselves there’s a

density to the uniform weight of greys, which is punctuated in an

eery manner by the bright white of those rare absolute highlights. I

think the unleavened grey tonality creates a sense of airlessness,

stasis or paralysis, which is counterpointed but not alleviated by the

brightness of a balustrade or the whiteness of an abandoned car…?

MA: I’ve always liked grain because it acknowledges the limit of the

photograph. In light of your observations, I wonder what the

photographs would have looked like had they been taken with a

medium-format or a hi-res digital camera, and I think the effect

would be very different. Whether, as you say, the grain functions as

a foreground veil, or whether it exists within the image itself, or

whether (is it possible?) it is the negative of something emerging

from behind the photograph, the grain, for me, gives a sense of

unreality and incompleteness to what is depicted while also

providing material awareness of the photographic object.

When you call it a veil (and in

particular a grey veil), you are in

line with my intention to throw

the entire world of Long Branch

into a state of greyness (and this

is one of the less than objective

filters I mentioned earlier). In

this sense, grey would be a

unifying force that locks all the

contradictions together into one

economy. Recently, I had a

debate with some painter friends

for whom color is central, and

they were somewhat dismayed

at my disavowal of it. But in this project at least, given my sense that color is

generally employed in today’s visual economy as a competitive tool to gain or

distract attention, I thought it important to maintain objects in a realm where,

while recognizable as such, none are given unfair advantage (i,e., someone

investing interest in coloring them distinctively). Is the bright pink of the

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5889
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insulation foam or the name of its manufacturer really the most important

thing? Well, maybe, but from another perspective, maybe not. And color, too,

when introduced, inevitably imposes its own organizational requirements on a

photo (can that orange safety cone really sit right there in the lower left

corner?), and I was interested in establishing other organizational relationships.

And finally, this greyness you speak of (enhanced by my choice of grey skies

that even negate the seasons), well, it is pessimistic, both from the perspective

of coldness, but also from the perspective that it allows nothing to escape

itself. And I believe in radical pessimism as a dialectical starting point for any

discussion involving the state of things. For me, in answer to those who ask me

about the retro feel of black and white, I would say that sunless grey is a

political choice.

In terms of the book’s development, the appearance of the images

has much to do with Ron and Danielle.   The original photos were

small (4×5 inches), and those, as mentioned earlier, were printed

from half croppings of 35mm negatives. Initially, I’m embarrassed to

say, I could not find the negatives, and we planned to make the

book by scanning the prints, many of which were one-off tests, too

dark or contrasty, and in some cases, even going brown. But

fortunately we found and scanned the negatives. At that point, Ron

sensed new possibilities and started pulling detail from the shadows

and highlighting the overall grain of the Rodinal-developed

negatives. I realized he was right in doing this, and when Shapco

got hold of it, they improved it beyond the tonal range we could

ever have expected. The initial idea for the look of the book was

more contrasty and dark, but I’m very pleased and thankful that it

evolved to what it is.

TGLS:   Well there’s certainly a very visceral way in which the

material effect of the reproductions, the roughness of the grey

book cover, the seriality of the portrait frame — counterposed here

and there by a landscape image — all turn Long Branch into a

‘zone’. I think of the disconnectedness of La Jetée  and the non-

sensical intensity of Stalker, and I’m reminded of the power of

estrangement in art, and its relation to the modern experience of

economic and cultural obsolescence.

MA: I like your reference to Long Branch as a “zone” in the sense

of Tarkovsky’s Stalker. I did not think of Long Branch specifically in

this way, but I certainly did when I shot the earlier Meadowlands

project.   However, I did (and still do) think of the term “war zone”
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in reference to Long Branch. La Jetée  is a film I did not connect

explicitly to Long Branch either, but I should have! I have thought

so much about the film (I even rewrote the text portion two years

ago) that it startles me I never made the connection.

The “zone” of Stalker  is for me

an allegory for the artist’s

engagement with territory. But,

the “zone” of Stalker, while

appropriate, is less rich for me

than that of Boris and Arcady

Strugatzkys’ lesser-known novel,

Roadside Picnic, upon which the

film Stalker was based. In the

book stalkers are the only ones

who (at great risk) can enter the

zone, an infected area previously

visited by aliens, and safely

extract the mysterious objects

these aliens left behind. The Strugatzkys are most interested in the relation

between these symbols of otherness and what you call the “economic and

cultural obsolescence” of modernity. The novel describes the parasitic Canadian

frontier-town whose economic existence relies on salvaging these strangely

powerful devices. All the same forces existing in our own capitalist economy

are in effect. The mystifying area and its objects, understood only in terms of

instrumental potential and speculative worth, enter into a shady economy in

which the black market interpenetrates the military-industrial complex. The

stalker represents the figure of the artist who, despite a level of separation,

nonetheless remains wholly dependent on the economy, selling the zone’s

spoils to the highest bidder. In the same way that modernity has dialectically

re-invigorated outworn forms with infusions of dada-esque non-sense, so too

the stalker provides new life to the entire economy built along the border of

non-reason.

This is the trap Manfredo Tafuri describes so well: how the artistic

description of our irrational economy, formalizing ever-higher

degrees of chaos, merely serves as catharsis or as basis for an

updated aesthetic sublimation. I am afraid that the irrational

economy and the rationalizing aesthetic hold hands under the table,

the aesthetic providing the appearance of an acceptable whole

while masking the explosive fragmentation of human lives. This is a

danger that photography runs. If you could argue against this

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5902
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characterization, I would be more than grateful.

Here I could tie in your mention of La Jetée, the disconnectedness

of which takes place primarily in time and can be read as an

allegory for the trauma of history. As you know, the redemption

from this history is, at the film’s end, blocked by an “eternal return”

to the film’s beginning. It is a profoundly pessimistic film, drifting

between grey and black, but one slim possibility of redemption does

exist: the moment that the woman’s eyes briefly open, looking out

(toward us) across time from a world otherwise enclosed in

compromised and hopeless dreaming. Every time I see that moment

I feel implicated, called on to respond in a way I can’t yet envision.

TGLS: Thinking a little more about your comment on radical

pessimism, I’d say that the serial density of Long Branch  and its

poignant air of a depopulated aftermath bring to mind imaginings of

an afterward and an end. That reminds me of Fredric Jameson’s

line in Future City  (2003): “Someone once said that it is easier to

imagine the end of the world than to imagine the end of capitalism. We

can now revise that and witness the attempt to imagine capitalism by

way of imagining the end of the world.” Can you talk more about the

future, the city, capitalism and this work?

MA: You say that the depopulation in Long Branch, the book, causes

us to imagine an afterward or an ending. I feel it too, and felt it

when I took the pictures. But if you were to visit Long Branch

today, you would see a sunny, manicured, populated Potemkin

village with all the right amenities, stores, and restaurants properly

distributed. When I visit Long Branch now, the new ahistorical

illusion is so strong that I wonder whether I invented everything,

manipulating the photographs in such a way as to construct a lie.

But, spending a little more time, I realize that what I saw and

responded to twelve years ago is still there, just harder to see. In

front of one house they were unable to tear down,there are still

potholes. And, in their shabby manufacture, the new condos reveal

hints of both their recent construction and their not-too-distant

demise. I think that construction sites, even though they are

generally short-lived, reveal an ominous reality beyond the

chronological span of their existence. Perhaps it has something to

do with a recollection of both the forgotten past and the already

experienced future. People are uncomfortable with construction

sites because their chaotic appearance provides an uncanny

http://newleftreview.org/II/21/fredric-jameson-future-city
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premonition of a coming destruction, a destruction that will be, in

the end, historical. And that destruction will involve capitalism itself.
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So let’s talk about this radical pessimism. I only say that I believe in pessimism

because I find optimism in our moment to be a market construction so related

to instrumentalism as to be unpalatable. When I encounter optimism I am

convinced I am being sold something. But that doesn’t mean I approve of

cynicism, because that involves a hardening that serves other, more frightening,

purposes. I mean by pessimism a version that expects nothing, that forms no

positive ideas. Our human and planetary situation is not going well, but I don’t

want to conclude that it must all end catastrophically, as much as that seems to

be the case or has already been the case in individual circumstances. If we are

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5896
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to redeem ourselves, I imagine it will be in response to some unexpected spark,

and we will need an unfocused but ready eye to notice it. Perhaps it will

appear in the manner of a photographic punctum. Perhaps we can teach

ourselves to await or notice it, like recognizing in the glance of the woman in

La Jetée  what she needs from us.

TGLS: You make a very good point there. The enormous power of

economic and political forces to reshape the landscape, and to

disguise (to some extent at least) their interventions, can make the

historical fact of destruction difficult to see or to conceive of in an

ordinary way. I wrote about Sze Tsung Leong’s wonderful book

History Images  a while ago, a book that focused on China’s mass

urbanisation through the erasure of historic hutongs  and the

erection of homogeneous skyscrapers. I argued then that “without

variation, without some residual patina of local history, without a range

of differing expressions of social and economic developments, the

processes and visible interactions that flow from the meeting of one

history with another will be merged into meaningless equivalence.”

The ailing Long Branch that you photograph in the book was also in

some ways the product of a homogeneous suburban plan, albeit

one that had been weathered by time and human social experience.

I think one conclusion I’m left with from the book, which maybe ties

your thoughts on radical pessimism to optimism and to

‘redevelopment,’ is the necessary and eloquent virtue of age, and

the suspicious value of newness. Not a great argument for young

art students, but nevertheless…

Thom Andersen writes in his great film history of Los Angeles, Los

Angeles Plays Itself, that “[i]n reality we live in the past — that is the

world that surrounds us is not new. The things in it: our houses, the

places we work, even our clothes and our cars, aren’t created anew

every day. So any particular period is an amalgam of many particular

times”. In conclusion, could you maybe outline your sense of

whatever radical or transgressive potential you see in

photography’s relationship to time, memory and the ‘realness’ of

the world? How (if at all) do you think pictures can help us to

puncture the veil of illusory newness and engage the reality of

ourselves as vulnerable, temporary, historically circumscribed

human beings?

MA: I like where you are going with this question. If we were to

imagine a genuine experience of reality, it would not issue

http://vimeo.com/39814774
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0379357/?ref_=nv_sr_1
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exclusively from individual objects, either old or new, but also from

the relationships between them: what happens when we perceive

them side by side; in other words, imagining the space between

objects of different temporal origins almost as things in themselves.

One of the problems of our modern life is the difficulty accessing

the temporalities of objects and the shifting relationships between

them. Recent objects are fetishized as “new,” while older objects

are either fetishized as “historical” or regarded as bothersome

obstacles on the road to a timeless utopian uniformity. We have

become inured to the violent moment-by-moment death or

deformation of objects and their history. To experience this with

real sensitivity might induce an unmanageable state of shock. But

our denial comes at a tremendous cost: namely, the loss of empathy

and sense of justice necessary to avert the disastrous course we

are collectively taking. For a revolutionary movement that could

bring justice to everyone and everything (even to those that have

been obliterated by history), we would need to recover such a

sensitivity.

I still entertain the idea that photography can participate in this.

But to do so, it must regard the world from the perspective of

relationships rather than discrete objects. It must run counter to

the usual practice of, say, architectural photography, where the

photo falsely assumes the integrity of its object. Photography

should break up linguistic and symbolic objects and suggest the

counter-existence of those that remain unnamable. For this reason I

like the possibilities of the photo book. Here, experience and

meaning can include the spaces between photos as well as the

spaces between objects within photos.

For Proust, real experience in modern life could only be regained

through involuntary memory, which I envision as a triangle formed

when two hitherto ignored or indeterminate objects surprisingly

encounter each other across time to create a third enigmatic event.

This new event, beyond description or capture, could nonetheless

hold an ephemeral essence we know to be true. Walter Benjamin

attempted to translate this reclamation of experience into the

historical realm with his Arcades Project, which, I understand,

included a now-lost archive of photos in addition to the convolutes

of overlooked historical texts.   I think he was imagining the sparks

of experience and recognition that might occur between those 19th

century photos and texts on the one hand, and our own overlooked

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?p=5826
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/convolutes
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personal and communal experiences on the other.   For me, this is a

way to think about photography: not as indexing the world

according to pre-existing linguistic and spatial categorizations, but

as providing corners of this triangulation to generate hybridized

images of a new world in which falsely imposed separations are

overcome democratically across time.

Thinking back on my personal

experience with photography

over the years, many books have

produced lingering effects of the

nature I describe. I would

mention several books I do not

own and have not seen in some

time (that I only hazily

remember the images magnifies

the effect, I think), but which

have affected the way the world

can suddenly look different to

me:   William Eggleston’s Election

Eve, Paul Graham’s Troubled

Land, and Tim Maul’s Traces and Presences. All three of these derive their

impact from the way language imposes itself on an otherwise quotidian image.

Also, in a different way Robert Smithson’s “A Tour of the Monuments of

Passaic” comes to mind, particularly in combination with my recollections of

William Carlos Williams’ long poem Paterson. But more recently, I think of Ron

Jude’s Lick Creek Line, which provides me with a recurring sense of dread in

the world all emanating from some blood on a tree stump. I can also see the

book you mention, Sze Tsung Leong’s History Images, having that effect on me

as I become more familiar with it – there is something about the complicity of

the unnatural sky in the transformation of the landscape that makes these

largely expansive vistas claustrophobic in a way that seems true. And finally,

though I could mention many more, there is Michael Schmidt’s U-NI-TY, which

provides a fractured and terrifyingly ambiguous intervention into German

history, only to somehow suggest that a new grasp of this history might also

harbor the possibility of our overcoming its still misunderstood legacies.

The pessimism I feel stems from the insignificance the personally

transformative effects of books like these (but also from the wider

fields of art, film, literature, and theory) hold in the face of the

larger global forces at work, making a revolutionary revival of

historical consciousness so unlikely.   But perhaps making work is

http://www.thegreatleapsideways.com/?attachment_id=5886
http://www.egglestontrust.com/election_eve.html
http://www.paulgrahamarchive.com/troubledland.html
http://www.onestarpress.com/cameraartists/MAUL_PORTFOLIO.html
http://www.robertsmithson.com/photoworks/monument-passaic_300.htm
http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Williams-WC.php
https://vimeo.com/44188380
https://vimeo.com/94331500
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more about operating with that vanishing point in mind than

actually expecting to reach it.

–
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